
Friedwang Bezirk 
 

 
 

A small, almost quaint district, many scholars from the University and successful merchants make this their home. 
  
The Temple of Verena stands out with its Tilean-style architecture and marble columns.  Justus Veltins is the ranking 
priest of Verena in Altdorf and prefers to avoid the politics of the Imperial Court whenever possible.  Justus spends 
some of his time teaching law at the University, though he knows that justice under the Sigmarite law courts are more 
influenced by Sigmarite dogma than Verenan enlightenment. 
  
The nearby Public Library is administered by the Temple of Verena and is opened to the public for a small fee (5 
shillings a visit).  The Librarian, Adalbert Buchhalter, is very protective (to the point of obsession) of the books in his 
care.  All books are chained to their proper place for general viewing.  If need be, Adalbert is willing to use the club he 
keeps nearby to chase off any who seek to damage the books.  Should any books of a dubious nature come to his 
possession, Adalbert will send these to the vault at the Temple where they are with limited access. 
  
Other notable locations 
Temple of Shallya, though on the Königplatz, the does not have windows or portals facing the square.  Clearly, the cult 
has no wish to witness the public display of capital or other punishments that take place in the Königplatz. 
 
Wondrous Fountain – a discrete but firmly established brothel run by Isabella Shoenbrunnen, who following the death 
of Siegfried’s mother Eva Schloer, naturally assumed the role of his surrogate mother. 
 
Burning table – a tidy inn kept by the friendly Matthias Tafel, it has always been frequented by travellers of the North 
Gate and has become the common haunt of sell-swords and adventurers. The young Siegfried spent many an hour 
listening to grim and perilous tales, rather than musty algebra. 
 
Friedwang Watch Station – perhaps most tolerant of Altdorf but then again that isn’t saying much. Also home to Martin 
"Fat Pappy" Braun (obese but friendly local watchman). 
 
Chapel of Ulric – ancient temple whose unremarkable architecture belies its historical significance.  


